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Iterated Suspensions

by I. Berstein and T. Ganea1)

We give conditions for a space Yto hâve the homotopy type of a A>fold suspension.
Our first main resuit is Theorem 1.4, which states that, under certain connectivity and
dimension assumptions, Y&ZkW if and only if the évaluation map ZkQkY->Y
admits a homotopy cross-section. The corresponding theorem for desuspending maps
rather than spaces is 1.6. The results of the first section are used to prove a more
effective criterion for the case k=2, answering a question raised by A. Haefliger.
Specifically, Theorem 2.7 states that a (« —l)-connected, (2n— l)-dimensional finite
CW-complex Y, n ^ 3, is homotopically équivalent to a double suspension if and only
if Sq"'1 (for n odd), or ôSqn~2 (for n even), where ô is the intégral Bockstein, vanish
in Y. Examples are given which show that our results are best possible.

Our basic tool is Lemma 1.1 which is of an independent interest. Both 1.1 and 1.4

can be used to give new proofs for certain known results.

§ 1. The spaces we consider are supposed to hâve the based homotopy type of
CW-complexes : ail maps and homotopies respect base-points. Using [9] one can
easily see that ail the constructions in this paper will keep us inside this category. As
usual, if A is a space, CA is the reduced cône over A with vertex at 0. IA is the
reduced suspension, PA is the space of paths in A emanating from *, and QA is the

loop-space. The smashed product of A and B is denoted by A %B=A x BjA v B and
their join by A*B. If se [0, 1], aeA then the class of (s, a) in CA is denoted by sa and in
ZA the corresponding class is {s, a) ; the class of (a, b) in A %B is a%b and the class of
(s, a9 b) in A*Bis (1 —s)a®sb. Finally, the reduced diagonal A : A-*A%A is defined by

We start by proving

LEMMA 1.1. If Y is (n—\)-connected, Z is 0-connected, n^Z) is abelian, and if
g\Y-¥lkZ is m-connected with m^n — l^k^l, then there exists an (n — 1— k)-
connected space X and an {m+n—k)-connected map f:ZkX-+Y such that gofis
homotopic to a k-fold suspension.

l) Partially supported by NSF grants.
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Proof. To simplify notation, set A Zk~xZ. Consider the diagram

j

where G is the "fibre" of g with "inclusion" / so that

G {(y, &)e YxPZA\ g (y) a(l)} and i(y9 a) y.

Let d be the inclusion, and let r be the natural extension ofg given by r (s(y, a)) g(s).

By the Serre theorem, r is (m+«)-connected. Let d and e be the inclusion and the

natural embedding, respectively; thus 3(co) (*, œ) and e(a) (,y) <,s, a>. Since /od *,
we may extend i to a map p by setting/?(C4) *. Also, let q be the map defined by p
and the identity map of CG. The homotopy ht CG u CA^IA given by /zf (^(j, <r))

a(st) and Ar(5a) <(l—^)(1 — 0+^ #) reveals that rog is homotopic to a map 7

which collapses CG to the base-point followed by inversion of IA. Hence, by [10,

Satz 3, p. 309], r oq is a homotopy équivalence, and the connectivity of r implies that #

is (/w+«—l)-connected so that, by the five-lemma, p is homology (m+n— l)-con-
nected. Next, let F be the "fibre" of doe with "inclusion" j9 let u be the natural
extension of doe, and let v be defined by w and the indentity map of CA. Since n1 (A) is

abelian if k=l and zéro if k^2, the connectivity of IA implies that A is (n — 2)-

connected and so e is (2#—3)-connected; also, d is (/i— l)-connected. It follows that F
is (w—2)-connected and, since G is (m— l)-connected, the Serre theorem in the form

given in [5, Prop. 2.1, p. 301] implies that u is (m+«—l)-connected so that, by the

5-lemma, ins homology (m+« — l)-connected. By [10, ibid.] the map q> which collapses

CA to the base-point is a homotopy équivalence; let \j/ be its inverse. Let h in the

diagram dénote inclusion, and let 0: ZA-+ZA be inversion; then, johoW^QoZjocp
via the homotopy ht:CAuCF-+EA given by ht(sa) (s(l — t), a} and ht(sx)

<(1 -s)t +1 -1, j(x)>9 aeA, xeF. Therefore,

and, since ZF and Y are 1-connected,

poVoij/is(m + n- l)-connected.

If ik=l, we take X=Fandf=poVo\l/. If k^2, we assume the resuit to be true for

k-1 and note that it may be applied to/. There results an (n-2- (k- l))-connected

space X and an (m-l+n-l-(A:~l)>connected map f'-.I^X-tF such that

j o/' is homotopic to a (&— l)-fold suspension, and to conclude the proof it only

remains to set/ —poVoij/oZf'.
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Remark 1.2. Obviously, the preceding construction h/unctorial in the sensé that
there is a map { yielding homotopy-commutativity in the first square of the diagram

Y ^lkZ

Y'^lkZ'

provided the second square homotopy-commutes for some maps rj and Ç. Another
equally obvious property is the fact that/is a homotopy équivalence in case g is one.
It follows that for any 1-connected space W and any map h:ZkW-+ F such that g oh is

homotopic to a A>fold suspension, there is a map X\ W-+X such that/oZ*A~/i; for,
in the diagram

\ lkW X IkW

the second square homotopy-commutes for some hence the first one homotopy
commutes for some £, and 1 o/'^ZV for some \j/\ also,/' is a homotopy équivalence
and X' is 1-connected since so is W\ therefore, \j/ is a homotopy équivalence and its
inverse q>: W^X' satisfies/oI*(<!;o(p)^A.

Amusingly, we may dérive the well-known

COROLLARY 1.3. 1/ Y is (n-\)-connected and n^k>\, the évaluation map

^ Y is (2n-k)-connected.

Proo/ Ifn — l^k^l, take Z=* in Lemma 1.1 and note that F may be replaced
by QY; if n k, note that any map Sn-> Y lifts to a map Sn-+InQnY because Sn is an
«-fold suspension.

Next, if Fhas the homotopy type of a A>fold suspension, then obviously there is a
homotopy cross-section of the évaluation map. A partial converse of this fact eon-
stitutes the main resuit of this section.

THEOREM 1.4. 1/ Yis {n — X)-connected and if there is a homotopy cross-section
g'- Y-+XkQkYo/ the évaluation map, then Yhas the homotopy type o/a k-/oldsuspension
provideddim Y^3n-2k-l andn-l^k^l.

Proo/ By 1.3, g is (2«—k— l)-connected. Then, 1.1 yields a O-connected space X
and a(3«~2A;- l)-connected map/ \IkX-> Y. Next, H3n_2k_1(F)isfreeandH<ï(F)=0
for ^r>3/2—2k— 1. Hence, the homology décomposition resuit proved in [4, Theorem
2-1] yields a connected CW-complex W and a map h: W-+X such that hq:Hq(W)~*
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-+Hq(X) is isomorphic for q<3n-3k-\, hn-2k-i°(Zkh)sn-2k-i is isomorphic, and

Hq( W)=0 for q > 3n- 3k -1. Obviously,/o Ikh : I* *F-> 7 is a homotopy équivalence.

Remark 1.5. Let a,:^-»2*0^4,. be homotopy cross-sections of the évaluation

maps, i l, 2. We describe a map <j>:A1-+À2 as primitive if a2o(f)C2ZkQk(l)o(xl; when
fc= 1, this may be shown to be équivalent to the concept of primitivity used in [4].

Then, using the fact that gof hence gofoZkh, is homotopic to a fc-fold suspension,

it is easily proved that the homotopy équivalence foXkh in the preceding proof is

primitive with respect to g and Zke, where e: W-+QkZkW is the natural embedding.
A companion to 1.4 is given by

THEOREM 1.6. Suppose (j>;ZkY1-+ZkY2 is primitive with respect to Eke1 and

Zke2. Then 4> is homotopic to a k-fold suspension provided Y2 is (n— l)~connected, Yx is

l-connected and dim Yt < 3n — 2, n > 2.

Proof. Consider the diagram

in which, by 1.2, the second square homotopy commutes for some £ since, by as-

sumption, so does the third. Applying the last part of 1.2 with h= 1, we obtain maps

At such that/foZ^A^l. Since, f2 is (3«+A:~l)-connected, and both Y2 and X2 are

1-connected, X2 is (3«—2)-connected so that, since dim Yr <3/i —2, there is a map ^
with A2°^~^o^i- Obviously, ^>^lk\i,

The preceding theorem yields a unicity resuit concerning the process of desuspend-

ing:

COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose Yx and Y2 are both (n-\)-connected and ofdimension

^3«-2, n^2. If IkYx and IkY2 hâve the same "primitive" homotopy type (with

respect to Iket andlke2)for some k^l, then Yt and Y2 hâve the same homotopy type.

Remark 1.8. The "primitivity" is obviously necessary. The condition dim
is best possible as shown by the following example. Let Yt and Y2 resuit respectively

by attaching a 17-cell to S6 by means of the trivial élément and a non-trivial élément

in the kernel of the suspension

Z72 x Z2 7r16(S6)^7c17(S7) Z24 x Z2.

Then, YX&Y2 but lY^S1 vSlB&ZY2. The homotopy équivalences are certainly

primitive since S1 vS18 supports a single homotopy class of comultiplications, as
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implied by the formula on the homotopy groups of wedges of sphères [7] and the

When k 1, 1.4 and 1.6 yield alternative proofs of the main results in [4] without
assuming any homology to be finitely generated. Let now Y=S3ue1 resuit upon
attaching the 7-cell by means of an élément of order 3 in 7i6(53). Then, Ffails to hâve

the homotopy type of a suspension but is a co-i/-space [3, p. 444] and therefore, by
[8, Chapter 7], admits a homotopy cross-section Y-+ZQY. It follows easily that, for
any fc>l, M=Zk~lY admits a homotopy cross-section M-+ZkQkM; also, M is

(k + l)-connected and dim M=k + 6, i.e., one unit higher than allowed in 1.4. We

prove that M fails to hâve the homotopy type of a £-fold suspension, thus showing
that 1.4 yields a best possible resuit. Suppose M&ZkW for some W. Then, the Steen-

rod opérationPl:H2{W, Z3)~+H6(W, Z3) vanishes since P1(x) x3, the cup-cube,
and H4(W, Z3) //5(F, Z3) 0; since P1 commutes with suspension, this contradicts
the fact [11, p. 89, Corollary 2] that Pl:Hk+2(M, Z3)->Hk+6(M, Z3) is isomorphic.

Remark 1.9. For k — 2 an alternative proof of 1.4 may be given as follows. The

composite

where S is suspension comultiplication and p the évaluation map, is a homotopy-
commutative comultiplication on F. By [4, Th. A], Y has the primitive homotopy
type of ZX for some X which, by [3, p. 443], may be assumed 1-connected, hence

(n — 2)-connected, and of dimension ^3n — 6. Since its suspension is homotopy-
commutative, A" is a co-if-space by [2, Th. 1], hence a suspension by [4, Th. A]. It
would be interesting to know how this type of proof generalizes to higher values of k.
Conversely, the présence of a homotopy-commutative comultiplication does not
imply, in gênerai, the présence of a homotopy cross-section Y-+Z2Q2Y; for, the

space Y=ZK(Q, 1), where Q is the group of rationals and K(Q, 1) is the Eilenberg-
MacLane space, has a homotopy-commutative comultiplication [6, Example 5.3]
but no homotopy cross-section exists since H2(Y) is not free.

Remark 1.10. If Fis afinite (n-l)-connected complex and Y&ZkX, then there
exists difinite complex W such that F« Zk W provided n - 2 ^ k ^ 1. For, ZX is (n — k)-
connected and, since n — k^2, there exists [3, p. 443] a 1-connected CFF-complex W
such that ZX&ZW. Since W has finitely generated homology, vanishing above a
certain dimension, ni(W)=0 enables us to assume that W is finite. As noticed by
P. J. Hilton, a slightly more complicated argument, based on [4, Th. 2.1], shows that
the Remark is true even for «

§ 2. We shall first prove hère two results of a rather technical nature. We describe
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two maps g, h: X-+ F as r-homotopic if gof czhof for any mapf:K-+X, where K is

any r-dimensional CFF-complex; thus we may speak of an r-homotopy commutative
diagram.

LEMMA 2.1. IfXis (n-2)-connected, then the diagram

QIX * QZX > ZQZX

Z(QZX X QZX)^>Z(QZX * QZX)

(3n — 3yhomotopy commutes; hère j results by the Hopf construction from loop
multiplication, A is the reduced diagonal map, 9 the natural homotopy équivalence, x is the

map which interchanges factors, and "+". refers to track addition.

Proof. One has y((l-s)a©.sj8) <.s,a+j8>, and 0((l-$)a©jjB) <$,aXj8>.
Let e:X-+QZX be the natural embedding, and let P be the composite

Z(QZX X QZX) - ZQZX * QZX-^ZX % QZX -+X % ZQZX-^X * IX

where p is the évaluation map and the remaining arrows are the obvious homotopy
équivalences. Define

<4sf + 1 - t, a « a} if 0 < 4s ^ 1,

4s-3)t,b*b> if 3<4s<4.

Then, ho^Po(l+Zx)o0 o(e*e) and ht PoZAojo(e*e\ and the resuit follows since

e*e is (3« — 3)-connected whereas P is (3n—2)-connected.
We maintain the notation and prove

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose X is (n - 2)-connected and dim X ^ 3n- 6. Then, ZX has the

homotopy type a double suspension if and only if there is a map Ç:ZX->QZX*QZX
with (1 + Zx)oO oÇ&Z (A oé)9 where e:X-+QZX is the natural embedding.

Proof Let 7=I'Xand introduce the diagram

QY * QY«-£- Y Z(QY % QY)

where/? is the évaluation map, q is the évaluation map for QY, and Q the "cofibre" of

q with "projection" r. By [5, Th. 2.3], there is a (3«-4)-connected map h with
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ho r^ A. It follows easily that an arbitrary map F compresses to Z2Q2Y'\îand only if
IAoF^O. Also, a compression of F is a homotopy cross-section of poZq if and

only if F is one ofp. The "fibre" of/? has the homotopy type of the join Q F* Q F, and
the "inclusion" y results by the Hopf construction from loop multiplication [1],
[5, p. 303]. Therefore, any homotopy cross-section of p is of the form F Ze—joÇ,
where "-" indicatestracksubtraction on IX. By 2.1, IAoF I(A oe)-{\ +Zï)o0o£
and the resuit now follows from 1.4.

In order to transform the condition in 2.2 into a cohomological one we need.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that X is (n — 2)-connected, n nn-l(X), and that

T:n®n->n®n is given by T(a®b) (-l)n~1b®a. If ueHn~1(X,n),
UeH2n~2 (X%X9 7i® n) are the fundamental classes, then

i) T*(U) T*(U)and
ii) T*(w2) t*(w2) w2.

Proof. Since t permutes the factors in X % X, i) follows directly from the définition
of U; ii) follows from i) since u2 A*(U), A* commutes with T*, and A*= A*ox*.

LEMMA 2.4. Let X be as above, dimAr^2«~2, and let n nn_1(X) be finitely
gênerated abelian. Suppose further that

i) Sqn~l | Hn~x{X, Z2) 0 ifn is odd;

ii) ÔSqn~2 | H*-l(X, Z2) 0 ifn is even, where

ô:H2n~3(X, Z2)-+H2n~2(X, Z) is the intégral Bockstein coboundary operator.
Then the class u2eH2n~2(X, n®n) lies in the image of 1 + T*.

Proof Let n IiAi /=1, m, where At are infinité or primary cyclic groups.
Then n®n Zi<jAij®ZkBk, where Aij (Ai®AJ)®(Aj®Ai), Bk Ak®Ak. Clearly
Atj and Bk are invariant under T.

Let Ktj: n®n-+Aij be the projections and utj Kijit,(u2). Then it follows from 2.3 ii),
that (l-T*)uu 0. The séquence

H2n~2(X, Au) l±-T^//2»-2(X, AtJ) l^I^H2n-2{X, AtJ)

is easily seen to be exact, so that

Kyelm(l + i;). (2.5)

Similarly, let Kk\n-+Ak be the projection; then if uk Kk*(u) we hâve (Kk<8>Kk)*(u2)

{k)
a) n is odd. Then T | Bk identity, and 1+ T* is multiplication by 2 on H2n 2 (X, Bk)

Let k be the composition Ak->Ak/2Ak-+Z2 (the second map is either an isomorphism
or zéro) and let ju be the composition Bk~^Z2®Z2^>Z2. Then the séquence
iïk^>BkL>Z2 is exact. By hypothesis, ^(u2k) (^uk)2 Sqn~1(Xkuk) 09 so that

-2, and the exactness of the cohomology séquences induced by ju and
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by multiplication by 2, impiy

u\ Im2 Im(l + T*). (2 6)

b) n is even. This time T \ Bk îs multiplication by — 1 so that Im(l + T*) 0

If ô is the intégral Bockstein coboundary, corresponding to the séquence of
coefficients 0-*Zi>Z_+Z2-*0 and if ôq is the similar coboundary for the séquence
0-»Z2q-»Z2<,+i->Z2->0 then ôq gq*oô, where çq is réduction mod 2q. Therefore n)
implies

(il') ôqSqn-2 | Hn~1 (X, Z2) 0 for ail q

If Ak Bk Z or if Ak Bk Z2q, the identities u2k ôSqn~2(guuk) or u2k

SqSqn~2(guuk) hold universally (ît is enough to venfy then for X~K(Z, n—\) and

X=K(Z2g, w —1), where they follow from known calculations). Those identities,

together with n) and n'), and the anticommutativity of cup-product imply u2k 0, î e

(2.6) is true for even n too
The conclusion of Lemma 2.4 now follows from (2.5) and (2.6) since u2 Yji<juu +

+YA
We are finally able to prove the main resuit of this section, which is

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that Y is an (n — \)~connected space, dim Y^2n — \,

n^3, and suppose that n nn{Y) is fimtely gênerated. Then Y is homotopically
équivalent to a double suspension ifand only if

i) Sq"-1 | Hn(Y9 Z2) 0 for n odd, or
n) ÔSqn~2 \Hn(Y, Z2) 0 for n even.

Proof. Necessity is immédiate: if Y&Z2W both Sqn~l and ôSqn"2 vanish m W

for dimensional reasons and therefore, by stabihty of thèse opérations, they vanish

also in Y.

To prove sufficiency we first notice that Y&ZX for some X (this is well known

and also an immédiate conséquence of 1.3 and 1.4). Let VeH2n~~2(QZX*QZX, n®n)
be the fundamental class If e:X-^QIX is the natural embedding, then, since

{e*ë)oA~Aoe and (e*e)*(V)=UeH2n-2{XnX, tc®tc), i) or n) imply by 2 4 that

(1 + T*)(w)=m2 J*(1/) (Jo^)*(F) for some weH2n-2(X9n®n). If we dénote by

IweH2n~1{IX9 n®n) and by IV^H2""1^ {QIX*QIX\ n®n) the images of m

and V under suspension, we obtain

Since in 2.1 and 2.2 the map 9 is a homotopy équivalence and IV is a fundamental

class, the assumption that dim IX ^ 2n — 1 implies the existence of a {: IX-*QZX* @E*
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such that (OoÇ)*(IV) Zw. We now get

(0oQ* (1 + T*)(ZV) (X(Aoe))* {IV).
It follows from 2.3 i) that T+(ZV) (Zi)*(ZV) so that

(Z(Aoé))* (IV).

AgainsincedimZX^2n—\ and ZVis afundamentalclass, we obtain
(1 +Zx)oQ oÇmZ(Aoè) which, by 2.2, yields the needed resuit.

Remark 2.8. The restriction «^3 in 2.7 is necessary. Indeed if n 2, a 3-dimen-
sional 1-connected CW-complex is a double suspension if and only if it has the

homotopy type of a wedge of 2-spheres and 3-spheres. On the other hand, Y= S2u3e3
(the attaching map is of degree 3) clearly satisfies condition 2.7 ii).
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